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                      Handheld  Video Magnifier 



Which improve? 

The image quality has been 
improved 50% with the new image 
enhancement algorithm, and the 
magnification range has been 
updated from 2.5x–18x to 2x-32x. 

The upgraded device can store at 
least 1000 images (2GB capacity) 
with clear icons and picture layout. 
No need to worry about the 
memory capacity anymore. To 
make deletion more quickly, multi-
selection is available by long 
pressing the Freeze button to 
activate.  

Same charging time but can support 
the device to be continuous used 
longer time for 4-5 hours, which is 
about 30% longer. 

With the updated enhanced color 
page, the user can define his own 
favorite color mode easily and 
conveniently. Get into the customized 
color page to activate/cancel the color 
combination by personal preference. 
The contrast color is also adjustable. 

 
  
Auto recognition 
Insert the device into the assist 
stand, the internal mechanism will 
recognize the operation and turn on 
the lights automatically and enter 
handwriting mode, which is very 
intelligent and convenient.  

The HDMI output’s resolution has 
been updated from 720P to 1080P 
and the compatibility is much better 
than the old version, which almost 
supports all the external screen.  

Tilt Compensation 

With the assist stand, the user-
preferred reading angle  is adjustable 
with minimum font distortion which 
can be auto fixed by the tilt 
compensation mechanism 
 



SPECIFICATION 
Display:                       10.1 inch IPS screen 

Camera:                      13 MP Autofocus Camera System 

                                    1080p Full HD Image Resolution 

Magnification:               Near view: 2x - 32x 

Color Mode:                 Nature Color &16 high Enhanced Color 

                                     customized color mode page; 

Video Mode:                 Near / Far / Mirror View switchable 

Panning:                       Live panning; freeze/stored image panning     

Snapshot:                     Freeze / Storage and Playback 

Locate:                         Line/Mask function, Find function 

Audio:                           Beep feedback on/off 

LCD Brightness:           Six level Adjustable 

LED Light:                    On/Off 

Auto memory:              On/Off,Saving last using setting including viewing 

                                     mode, magnification, beep etc 

Battery:                         Integrated rechargeable Li battery; 

                                     4-5hours continuous use;  

                                     5 hours fully charge 

Power Adapter:            Input: 110-240V; Output: 5V/3A 

Dimension:                  <= 245*200*22mm 

Weight:                        <= 700 g (Battery included) 

Certication:                  CE; FCC; RoHS 

 


